
Промежуточная аттестация. Итоговая контрольная работа 

для 5-9 класса 

Промежуточная аттестация. Итоговая контрольная работа, 5 класс 

1. Поставьте правильные формы Present Simple в пропуски:  do/does/don’t /doesn’t 

 

a).……..you need my book? 

b). …… a lion eat leaves? 

c) .……. Helen take the bus? 

d) She ………..like to sing. 

 

2. Вычеркните лишнее слово из логического ряда: 

 

a) Maths, Science, Thursday, Physical Education, Technology 

b) sharpener, notebook, pencil case, umbrella, ruler 

c) bathroom, bedroom, living room, kitchen, furniture 

d) budgie, tortoise, cat, goat, guinea pig 

 

3. Соотнесите страну и национальность, ответы запишите ключом: 

 

1. the UK a) Italian 

2. the USA b) Russian 

3. Canada c) French 

4. Australia d) English 

5. France e) Canadien 

6. Japan f) American 

7. Italy g) Australian 

8. Russia h) British 

9. England i) Japanese 

 

4. Образуйте множественное число существительных: doll 

boy 

watch 

ball 

glass 

lady 

woman 

child 

window 

5. Выберите правильное местоимение, ответы запишите ключом 

a) This is my brother. Look at …..(he/him) 

b) Susan is my best friend. I can tell …..all my secrets. (she/her) 

c) ….. grandpa is very funny.(my/me) 

 

6. Выберите правильную временную форму, ответы запишите ключом: 

a) Lara always ….at 7 o’clock. (get up, gets up, got up) 

b) Look! He ….a car. (repairs, repair, is repairing) 

c) Dolphins ….with one eye open. (sleeps/sleep/is sleeping) 

d) I often …..for a walk. (go/goes/am going) 

e) Bill ….TV every evening. (watch/watches/is watching) 

f) What …..she doing? (does/is/ can) 

g) Dennis can sing but he…..draw. (isn’t/can’t/ can) 

h) There’s a sofa in my room but there …..any chairs. (isn’t/aren’t/ are) 

i) How often … they swim? (have/do/are) 



j) Linn usually ….up at 7 o’ clock. (wakes/wake/ woke) 

 

7. Образуйте время Present Continious (настоящее продолженное) c помощью глаголов в 

скобках. 

a) He …………..a newspaper now. (read) 

b) They ……………….flowers in the garden. (plant) 

c) I ……………..to music at the moment. (listen) 

 

8. Выберите правильное слово, ответ запишите ключом. 

1. a\some carrots 

2. a\an apple 

3. a\some pineapples 

4. a\some bread 

5. a\some juice 

6. a\an tomatoes 

 

9. Напишите названия профессий. 

1. school – 

2. taxi – 

3. post office – 

4. hospital – 

5. bakery – 

6. garage – 

 

10.  Read «Emus».  Answer  questions. Прочитайте текст. Ответьте на вопросы. 

Emus are very large birds. They live in Australia. They are very tall. They can’t fly but they can run 

very fast. They live for nearly 30 years. They eat leaves, fruit and insects and they drink a lot of 

water. They also like sitting in the mud. 

 

a) Where do emus live? 

b) How many years do they live? 

c) What do they eat and drink? 

d) What do they like? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Промежуточная аттестация. Итоговая контрольная работа, 6 класс. 

Часть А 

1.Вставьте в слова пропущенные буквы: 

1) a tea__her            2) a m__na__er         3)  a pa__nter             4) a dr__ver       5) a law__er 

2.Составьте из букв слова: 

chamecin – __________________      wihuosefe – ___________________ 

degisren – ___________________      tev – _______________        gersin – __________________ 

 

3.Соотнесите слово с его переводом: 

1. Hard                           a) интересный 

2. Interesting                  b) опасный 

3. Easy                           c) тяжёлый 

4. Dangerous                  d) легкий 

5. Useful                         e) полезный 

4. Выберите правильный вариант. 

1) It is hot today. The weather is ______________.                    a) sunny b) wet c) frosty 

2) Mary always tells the truth. She is very __________.            a) honest b) talkative c) sociable 

3) I’d like to buy a bar of ________.                                           a) eggs b) chocolate c) bread 

4) I’m going to the _________to buy some bread.                     a) dairy b) baker’s c) butcher’s 

5) Little Mary had flu and she had to ________ in bed.             a) stay b) take c) sleep 

6) Mr Lee is a _______. He repairs cars and engines.            a) a journalist b) а driver c) a mechanic 

Часть В 

READING COMPREHENSION 

5. Прочитайте статью из детского журнала.  

1) Выберите лучшее заглавие. 

a) Clothes in Britain. 

b) British people don’t care for clothes. 

c) Formal clothes in Britain. 

These days most people in Britain do not wear very formal clothes. But sometimes it is important to 

wear the right thing. Many British people don’t think about clothes very much. They like being 

comfortable. When they go out to enjoy themselves, they can wear almost anything. At the theatres, 

cinemas and concerts they can wear what they like – from jeans and sweaters to T-shirts and shorts. 

Anything is OK as long as you look clean and neat (аккуратный). 

But men in offices usually wear suits and ties (галстук) and women wear dresses or skirts (not 

trousers). Doctors, lawyers (юристы) and businessmen wear formal clothes. And in some hotels 

and restaurants men wear ties and women wear smart dresses. Jeans and open shirts are sometimes 

not allowed (не разрешаются). It is difficult to say exactly (точно) what people wear in Britain 

because everyone is different. If you are not sure what to wear, watch what other people do and do 



the same (то же самое). Or ask the advice of a friend. You’ll be more comfortable if you don’t look 

different from everyone else. 

2. Согласно тексту отметьте утверждения T – правда,  F – неправда (ложь). 

a) Many British people think about their clothes very much.____ 

b) When they go out they don’t wear something special.____ 

c) Women in offices usually wear trousers.____ 

d) You can say exactly what people wear in Britain.____ 

e) It is OK to ask your friends for advice if you don't know what to wear.____ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Промежуточная аттестация. Итоговая контрольная работа. 7 класс. 
Variant I 

1. Look at that boy! He ….. fall off his bike. 

          A is going to          B will          C is 

2. Give me ….. my skateboard! 

          A away          B back          C up 

3. At the moment, I am … English. 

          A studying          B study          C studied 

4. I miss the ..... of the city! 

          A peace and quiet          B hustle and bustle          C safe than sorry 

5. Olivia ….. a funny story and it was very successful 

          A write          B wrote          C is writing 

6. A ….. is a serious story with a lot of emotion. 

          A comedy          B drama          C science fiction 

7. That`s the tree ….. we used to climb when we were kids! 

          A when          B who          C which 

8. Johnny Depp is probably best-known for his …... in Pirates of the Caribbean. 

          A plot          B rating          C role 

9. Bob is very ….. . He is an excellent racing car driver. 

          A curious          B daring          C patient 

10. The bus is leaving! Let’s run ….. it! 

          A on          B after          C into 

11. The bear ….. the bread when Katie ….. the tent! 

          A ate, entered          B was eating, was entering          C was eating, entered 

12. The eco-club members need our help, …..? 

          A don’t they          B do you          C aren’t they 

13. Tom was so ….. about going to London. 

          A excited          B exciting          C excite 

14. My e-books device can ….. up to 7000 books on it. 

          A read          B surf          C store 

15. If you …..dinner, I will wash the dishes. 

          A cook          B will cook          C going to cook 

16. My little sisters ….. pizza all morning, and the kitchen is a mess! 

          A has made          B have made          C have been making 

17. Martin is ….. than John. 

          A youngest          B younger          C young 

18. I ….. clowns performing tricks! 

          A have ever seen          B have never seen          C have yet seen 

19. The government is trying to …..the pollution. 

          A burn     B emit     C reduce 

20. You ….. take photos in the museum. It is not allowed! 

          A mustn`t     B must     C should 

21. Tom Holland is a(n) ….. actor. 

          A young, excellent, British          B excellent, young, British          C British, excellent, young 

22. I think our test was very difficult, but Mike thinks it was as easy as ….. 

          A cake          B beans          C pie 

23. This film is great, isn’t it? 

          A Yes, I agree          B I like the idea          C Oh, no. Not that! 

24. If you are thirsty, you may have a ….. of cola or a glass of water. 

          A jar          B tin          C can 

25. Please, turn ….. the TV. I’m trying to finish my essay.  

          A into          B off          C in

 

 

 

 



Промежуточная аттестация. Итоговая контрольная работа. 7 класс. 
Variant II 

1. Harry ….. the news yesterday when the telephone ….. . 

          A watched, rang          B was watching, was ringing          C was watching, rang 

2. We’ve run ….. sugar. Let’s go to the supermarket. 

          A into          B after          C out of 

3. John is ….. rubbish. 

          A collector          B collecting          C collect 

4. Jane enjoys the ….. in this little village. 

          A peace and quiet          B hustle and bustle          C safe than sorry 

5. Phillip got his driving license ….. than his sister Georgia.  

          A early          B earlier          C earliest  

6. Jennifer ….. two minutes ago. 

          A calls          B is calling          C called 

7. A ….. story is usually set in the future with robots or strange creatures involved. 

          A comedy          B drama          C science fiction 

8. This is the beach …. my brother works as a lifeguard. 

          A when          B who          C where 

9. This film is quite ….. . 

          A bored          B boring          C bore 

10. Sarah enjoys painting as a hobby. She’s a really ….. person! 

          A athletic          B creative          C daring 

11. When my sister finished school, she gave ….. her old students’ books. 

          A away          B back          C up 

12. There’s a problem! I can’t ….. to the Internet. 

          A connect          B surf          C store 

13. If my sister come back earlier, we ….. go to the cinema. 

          A ‘ll          B well          C went 

14. Forget about it! It’s no use crying over spilt ….. 

          A milk          B water          C juice 

15. I can’t make ….. Jim’s handwriting. 

          A up          B out          C in 

16. I ….. on a rollercoaster once in my life. 

          A have been          B have ever been          C have never been 

17. Bill ….. in the park all morning so he is very tired now. 

          A has jogged          B have been jogging          C has been jogging 

18. He is a fantastic …..  . 

          A script          B cast          C singer 

19. Toxic fumes and factory waste are ….. for  the environment. 

          A harmful          B useful          C harmless  

20. You haven`t finished drinking the milk, ….. ? 

          A have you          B did you          C haven`t you 

21. Roger ….. wash the dishes, his mum has already done it. 

          A don’t have to           B doesn’t have to          C hasn’t to 

22. Pierre is a(n) ….. writer.  

          A old, funny, French          B funny, old, French          C French, funny, old 

23. It’s very hot in here! I ….. the window. 

          A am opening          B open            C ‘ll open 

24. Can we watch the documentary about lions? 

          A Not a lot really.          B I’m glad you enjoyed it.          C Oh, no. Not that! 

25. If you are hungry, you may have a sandwich or a ….. of chocolate. 

          A bar          B jar          C box 



KEYS 

 

Variant I Variant II 

 

1. a 

2. b 

3. a 

4. b 

5. b 

6. b 

7. c 

8. c 

9. b 

10. a 

11. c 

12. a 

13. a 

14. c 

15. a 

16. c 

17. b 

18. b 

19. c 

20. a 

21. b 

22. c 

23. a 

24. c 

25. b 

 

 

1. c 

2. c  

3. b 

4. a 

5. b 

6. c 

7. c 

8. c 

9. b 

10. b 

11. a 

12. a 

13. a 

14. a 

15. b 

16. a 

17. c 

18. c 

19. a 

20. a 

21. b 

22. b 

23. c 

24. c 

25. a 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Промежуточная аттестация. Итоговая контрольная работа. 8 класс. 
 

READING 

Read the text. For each sentence 1-7 given below the text choose from options A, B or C the 

one which completes the sentence in the most suitable way. 

THE COOLEST HOTEL IN THE WORLD 

Can you imagine a hotel that is entirely made of ice? Well, it exists in Sweden, but only in 

winter. In spring, the hotel melts away and disappears into the river. 

The Ice Hotel is situated on the shores of the Torne River in the old village of Jukkasjarvi, 

Sweden. 

Every winter, work starts on building a new Ice Hotel, involving 40,000 tons of ice and snow. 

10,000 tons of ice is taken from the Torne River, and 30,000 tons of snow is provided by Mother 

Nature. 

The first Ice Hotel was constructed in 1990. It started as a single room – now it has 64 rooms, 

as well as an Ice Chapel, an art gallery, a cinema, a theatre and an Absolut Ice Bar. Last winter, 

more than 14,000 guests spent the night at the Ice Hotel. 

Outside, the temperature is -30°C, but inside the hotel, the temperature is always around - 

5°C. All the furniture is made of ice, including the beds, but nobody gets cold. The beds are 

covered 

with reindeer skins and guests are given warm clothes and special arctic sleeping bags. 

In the Absolut Ice Bar, the drinks are served in glasses made of ice, so there is no need for ice 

cubes! 

Every year the interior of the hotel is designed by different artists from all over the world. It is 

described by visitors as ‘absolutely stunning’, ‘one of the most beautiful places I’ve ever seen’ 

and 

‘unique’. 

1. The Ice Hotel is situated in __________ 

A. the USA 

B. Sweden 

C. Russia 

2. How many tons of ice do people use to build the hotel? 

A. 10,000 

B. 30,000 

C. 40,000 

3. How many rooms are there in the Hotel? 

A. 14,000 

B. 1990 

C. 64 

4. The temperature inside the hotel is_________ 

A. 0°C 

B. -5°C 

C. -30°C 

5. What can the guests use to warm themselves at night? 

A. radiators 

B. their skin 

C. sleeping bags 

6. In the hotel there is no __________ 

A. art gallery 

B. library 

C. cinema 

7. The hotel is situated in a __________. 

A. village 



B. town 

C. city 

USE OF ENGLISH 

Read the text. Use the word in capitals at the end of each line in the form that fits in the space 

in the same line. 

I’ll tell you about my mother. She (1) ___ BE 1) ________________ 

slim and young, but my father is (2) _____ YOUNG 2) ________________ 

than my mother. My mother (3) ___ long HAVE 3) ________________ 

fair hair. She (4) ___ music and dancing LIKE 4) ________________ 

very much. My (5) ___ hobby is cooking. MOTHER 5) ________________ 

I love my mother. I (6) ___ very happy with BE 6) ________________ 

with her. She is the (7) ___ mother in the world. GOOD 7) ________________ 

WRITING 

Answer this e-mail: 

Dear friend, 

do you get up early in the morning? My day begins very early, at 7. I have a shower, dress, have 

breakfast and run to school. My classes begin at 8 a.m. and finish at 4 p.m. But on Saturday and 

Sunday I have no school and get up at 9 or 10 o’clock. I love Sundays and Saturdays. I go to the 

cinema or to the park with my family or with my friends and watch a lot of television. And you? 

What do you do at weekends? When do your classes begin and finish? 

Yours, 

Luisa 

Write 70-80 words. Remember the rules of writing a personal letter. 

 

KEY(Ключи) 

Reading 

1 B 

2 A 

3 C 

4 B 

5 C 

6 B 

7 A 

Use of English 

1 is 

2 younger 

3 has 

4 likes 

5 mother’s 

6 am 

7 best 

Критерии оценивания: 
Задание с выбором 1 варианта считается правильным, если выбранный вариант совпадает 

с верным ответом. Оценивается 1 баллом. 

Задание с развернутым ответом является правильным, если задача решена полностью. 

Оценивается 1 баллом. 

Отметка 

% от максимального 

количества баллов 

«2» Менее 40 % 

«3» От 40 до 60 % 



«4» От 60 до 80 % 

«5» 80 % и более 

11. Требования к оборудованию – 

наличие контрольной работы, 

синей ручки. 

12. Время выполнения – 40 минут 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Промежуточная аттестация. Итоговая контрольная работа. 9 класс. 
1 Variant 

Listening 

1. Listen to some people talking about challenges and match the speakers (1-5) to the statements 

(A-F), there is one extra statement. 

A It’s unhealthy 

B It’s boring 

C It offers better jobs 

D It’s amazing 

E It’s educational 

F It’s stressful 

Speaker 1 …. 

Speaker 2 …. 

Speaker 3 …. 

Speaker 4 …. 

Speaker 5 …. 

 

_/5 

 

Reading 

2. Read the text and mark statements T (True), F (False). 

We are living at a time when nothing is as important as information. Newspapers and 

magazines are the oldest source of it .Now we have a wide range of magazines and journals 

about computers , cars, fashion,  cooking ,fishing , and the arts .There are three main types of 

newspapers : broadsheet ,tabloids and local . Editors, reporters and photographers do their paper 

successful. 

Radio is a convenient source of information and entertainment – people often listen to 

the radio in their cars. 

Television is the most important form of mass media. It informs, educates and entertains 

people. It influences the way people look at the  world and can make them change their views. 

The Internet has revolutionized technology. You can get information about everything 

you want and send an email to a friend. Indeed, it’s   often called the “information highway”. 

Moreover, users can buy books online, find out about holiday offers, book tickets and so on .One 

worry is cyberterrorists. Some hackers can get into the computer systems of banks and 

governments. 

To sum up, we have to say that people can get information thanks to modern technology 

and mass media. Information is what we need to survive today and tomorrow. 

True, false or not stated? 

1. Information is very important nowadays. 

a) True                b) False           c) Not stated 

2. Newspapers and magazines are the youngest source of information. 

a) True                 b) False            c) Not stated 

3. Only editors do their paper successful. 

a) True                 b) False            c) Not stated 

4. Radio is a conventional source of information and entertainment. 

a) True                 b) False             c) Not stated 

5. The Internet is the most important source of information. 



a) True                  b) False             c) Not stated 

6. Television is called “the information highway”. 

a) True                 b) False             c) Not stated 

7. People can get information thanks to modern technology and mass media. 

a) True                   b) False             c) Not stated 

8. We need information to survive today and tomorrow. 

a) True                   b) False               c) Not stated 

_/8 

Vocabulary and Grammar 

3. Choose the correct item. 

1. Wasn’t it very kind of Jim … us move the armchair? 

A to help B helping 

2. They want to have a party so they can say a(n) … goodbye to summer. 

A end B final 

3. After she … her chores, she had some rest. 

A do B had done 

4. Don’t forget to call Mrs White when you… to the office 

A get B are being getting  

5. Jane asked the police officer where … her stolen car.  

A did they find B they had found  

6. This is a school … parade float won 1
st
 prize last year. 

A which B why  

7. If only I … so much to do! I’d love to go out. 

A didn’t have B hadn’t had 

8. Bill is really afraid of dogs, every time he sees one he just … 

A embarrasses B freezes  

9. You’ve managed to make your little brother cry! Are you happy with … now? 

A myself B yourself  

10. If you’re looking for a cat, why don’t you get one from the animal …? 

A shelter B parking  

11. I still have some difficulty … portraits, but I’ll improve with practice. 

A painting B to paint  

12. Judy is … person I’ve ever met, she hardly talks to anyone. 

A the most shy B the shyest  

13. Though the film has a(n) … cast, it hasn’t received very good reviews 

A box office B all-star 

14. By the time Luke gets here, we … for him for more than an hour. 

A will wait B will have been waiting 

15. This cut on your leg looks bad, you need to … by a doctor. 

A be seen it B have it seen  

16. If I … you, I’d cut down on all that junk food. 

A were B had been  

17. You can’t invite … you want to the party! We can only have 20 guests. 

A whoever B whenever 

18. That dress looks … perfect on you. You should buy it.  

A very B absolutely  



19. With five children running around, it’s not always easy to … the house tidy.  

A keep B do  

20. He can’t come to the cinema tonight, he … to a fancy dress party with his sister later. 

A is going B have gone  

_/20 

Writing 

4. There is a letter from Ann to Tom. Put the paragraphs in the correct order and rewrite the 

corrected letter in your copybooks. 

 

1 .I’d better go now as my Dad wants me to help him with his car. Write soon! 

2. Thanks for your letter. Sorry I haven’t answered earlier but I was busy with 

my school project. Hope you didn’t have accidents while hiking! 

3. Severodvinsk,Russia 

10/05/18 

4. As for me, I don’t have much time on active holidays because I have a lot of 

homework. My family is more the stay-at-home sort, so I can’t spend the time with 

them somehow actively. My company is my friend and, you know, our trips are usually 

very jolly. I’d like to try rafting this spring, because it implies a well coordinated team 

work, good reaction and nerves of steel. 

5. Dear Tom, 

6. Love, 

Ann 

_/6 

 

 

Speaking 

5. You are going to take part in a telephone survey. You have to answer six questions. Give full 

answers to the questions. Remember that you have 40 seconds to answer each question. 

 

1. What is your favourite season? 

2. Where do you usually spend your summer holidays? 

3. What do you like to do during your winter holidays? 

4. How often do you and your family travel? 

5. What type of transport do you find the most convenient? 

6. What place in your country would you recommend to a foreign tourist to visit? Why? 

_/6 

 

_/45 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Промежуточная аттестация. Итоговая контрольная работа. 9 класс. 

2 Variant 

Listening 

1. Listen to some people talking about challenges and match the speakers (1-5) to the statements 

(A-F), there is one extra statement. 

 

A I avoid these kinds of films 

B I choose wisely 

C I dislike cinemas 

D I find cinemas expensive 

E I learn from these films 

F I recommend this film 

Speaker 1 …. 

Speaker 2 …. 

Speaker 3 …. 

Speaker 4 …. 

Speaker 5 …. 

 

_/5 

Reading 

2. Read the text and mark statements T (True), F (False). 

Jeans 
The history of jeans goes as far back as the 16

th
 century when sailors in Genoa (Italy) 

wore a material that eventually became the material used in jeans. The word ‘jean’ derives from 

the name of the Italian port city Genoa, as it was a custom to name a material after its place of 

origin. By the late 16
th

 century, jean material was already produced in Lancashire, England. 

It was the California Gold Rush of 1849 that started the evolution of American trousers 

that would one day become blue jeans. The gold miners wanted clothes that were strong and did 

not tear easily. The person who suggested an appropriate type of clothing was a German 

businessman Levi Strauss, who had moved to America. Levi Strauss sold many different things, 

but his main product was a tough canvas material used for tents and wagon covers. 

Understanding the urgent need of the gold miners Levi Strauss decided to make trousers out of 

the tough canvas he was selling. The miners liked the new ‘working’ trousers, though they were 

uncomfortable to wear as the material was too rough. 

To improve the trousers for miners, Levi Strauss began looking for a different material 

and soon he found a suitable one in France. The material was called ‘serge de Nimes’. 

Americans just called it ‘de Nimes’, and this name soon became its short form ‘denim’. Denim 

was a bit lighter and softer than the material Levi Strauss used for his working trousers. It was 

very strong and did not wear out quickly, even after many washes. The trousers made of denim 

became quite popular among the miners. 

The only problem was that original denim was almost white and the trousers got dirty as 

soon as the miners started working! For that reason Levi Strauss decided to use coloured denim, 

and he chose dark blue. This was a radical new idea and ‘Blue jeans’ had arrived! 

Levi's jeans were so popular, that his company got bigger and bigger. Other firms were 

making blue jeans too. Miners liked them, but so did cowboys and other working men. 

Levi’s jeans were work trousers. Male workers wore them all the time but a gentleman 

would not even think of wearing jeans. Things changed when western movies became popular. 

All the cowboys wore jeans and people thought they looked heroic, attractive and cool. Also 

jeans were greatly popularized in Europe by American off-duty soldiers who wore them during 

World War II. They made jeans seem like casual American trousers, a symbol of the American 

lifestyle. 

In the 2000s, the sale of classic blue jeans stopped growing. Young people were not 

particularly interested in traditional jeans styles, mainly because of their parents, who adored 

jeans. Since no teenager would wear the clothes their parents were wearing, the latest generation 



of youth turned to other fabrics and styles. They still wear denim, but it had to be in new cuts, 

shapes and styles. 

True, false or not stated? 

1. Jeans cloth was named after a city 

a) True                b) False           c) Not stated 

2. Levi Strauss had a few friends among gold miners 

a) True                b) False           c) Not stated 

3. Levi Strauss began to make trousers for miners from the material which was used for tents. 

a) True                b) False           c) Not stated 

4. Levi Strauss found denim in a local American shop. 

a) True                b) False           c) Not stated 

5. The original colour of denim was blue. 

a) True                b) False           c) Not stated 

6. Levi's jeans were so popular, that his company got bigger and bigger. 

a) True                b) False           c) Not stated 

7. After World War II jeans became popular with Europeans. 

a) True                b) False           c) Not stated 

8. Nowadays more jeans are produced in Europe than in the USA. 

a) True                b) False           c) Not stated 
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Vocabulary and Grammar 

3. Choose the correct item. 

1.If I see Tim, I……………him to the party. 

A.invite       B will invite 

2.Plants die if you………..them. 

A.don’t water       B. won’t water 

3.Can you help me with my homework?’ ‘If I wasn’t busy, I……..you.’ 

A.will help       B would help 

4.‘I’m not feeling well today.’ ‘If I were you, I……….at home.’ 

A.would stay       B.am staying 

5.If you………… hard, you will get good grades. 

A.will study     B. study 

6.He …….….me to meet him outside the cinema. 

A.said        B.told 

7.‘I’m feeling much better today!’ Linda …….. 

A.says         B. tells 

8.‘Where’s Sue?’ ‘She said she ………a headache.’ 

A.has       B.had 

9.‘I’ve just broken a glass,’ Jack…………me. 

A.said       B.told 

10.The teacher told me ……….before she spoke to me. 

A.don’t leave       B.not to leave 

11.Dad promised……….at the train station when we arrive. 

A.to be       B. he will be 

12.After the accident the police ………us if we were hurt. 

A.told        B. asked 



13.The band told us they …………at the park on Saturday. 

A.will perform          B. would perform 

14.He didn’t tell me ………..about it. 

A.nothing        B. anything 

15. Did ……..call while I was out? 

A.anyone        B.one 

16. Is…………..wrong  with Jane? 

A.nothing         B.something 

17. He called the doctor, ………..? 

A.did he?         B.didn’t he? 

18. Let’s go home now,………….? 

A.shall we?           B.will we? 

19. We……..our way in the dark and had to spend the night in a cave. 

A.lost           B. missed 

20. Lifeguards often risk their lives to………..swimmers. 

A.recover         B. rescue 

_/20 

Writing 

4. There is a letter from Ann to Tom. Put the paragraphs in the correct order and rewrite the 

corrected letter in your copybooks. 

1.So, people collect different things because it is interesting for them and they want to have a 

useful  hobby. As for me, I've got a big coin collection, there're more than five hundred coins in 

it. By the way, Russian teenagers are interested in music, sport, travelling, making friends in 

social nets. These hobbies are very popular with them.  

2.Best wishes, 

Olga 

3.Thanks a lot for your last letter. I'm sorry I haven't answered earlier but I was really busy with 

my school. I’m glad to hear your brother has got a nice mug collection. 

4.Well, I’d better go now as I have to do my homework. Drop me a letter when you can. 

5.Kostroma,Russia 

24/05/19 

6.Dear Ben, 

_/6 

 

Speaking 

5. You are going to take part in a telephone survey. You have to answer six questions. Give full 

answers to the questions. Remember that you have 40 seconds to answer each question. 

 

1. What your typical school day is like? 

2. What subjects at school you find most useful for your future, and why;? 

3. What you are going to do when you leave school? 

4. What your attitude to school life is? 

5. How long it takes you to do your homework? 

6. What you like most about your school;? 

_/6 
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Keys 

1 Variant 

1. C,2 E,3 A,4 B,5 D 

2. 1T  2F  3F  4T  5NS  6F  7T  8T 

3. A B B A B A A B B A A B B B B A A B A A 

 4.  

Severodvinsk,Russia 

10/05/18 

Dear Tom, 

Thanks for your letter. Sorry I haven’t answered earlier but I was busy with my school 

project. Hope you didn’t have accidents while hiking! 

As for me, I don’t have much time on active holidays because I have a lot of 

homework. My family is more the stay-at-home sort, so I can’t spend the time with 

them somehow actively. My company is my friend and, you know, our trips are usually 

very jolly. I’d like to try rafting this spring, because it implies a well coordinated team 

work, good reaction and nerves of steel. 

I’d better go now as my Dad wants me to help him with his car. Write soon! 

Love, 

Ann 

 

2 Variant 

1. A,2 B,3 A,4 C,5 D 

2. 1T  2NS  3T  4F  5F  6T  7T  8NS 

3.B A B A B B A B B B A B B B A B B A A B 

4. 

                                                                                                                           Kostroma,Russia 

                                                                                                                                        24/05/19 

Dear Ben, 

Thanks a lot for your last letter. I'm sorry I haven't answered earlier but I was really busy with 

my school. I’m glad to hear your brother has got a nice mug collection. 

So, people collect different things because it is interesting for them and they want to have a 

useful  hobby. As for me, I've got a big coin collection, there're more than five hundred coins in 

it. By the way, Russian teenagers are interested in music, sport, travelling, making friends in 

social nets. These hobbies are very popular with them.  

Well, I’d better go now as I have to do my homework. Drop me a letter when you can. 

Best wishes, 

Olga                                                          

 

 

 

 

 



Критерии проверки 

Итоговая контрольная работа состоит из двух частей: письменной (задания 1–4, 

включающие задания по аудированию, чтению, письменной речи, а также задания на 

контроль лексико-грамматических навыков выпускников);  устной (задание 5, содержащее 

условный диалог-расспрос на заданную тему). 

В контрольной работе проверяется иноязычная коммуникативная компетенция 

выпускников основной школы. Работа нацелена на проверку речевых умений 

выпускников в четырех видах речевой деятельности (аудировании, чтении, письме, 

говорении). 

 Максимально за данную работу ученик 9 класса может получить 45 баллов, из них 

5 баллов за аудирование, 8 баллов за выполнение задания по чтению, 20 баллов за 

лексико-грамматический тест, 6 баллов за задание по письму и 6 баллов за устный опрос. 

За верное выполнение каждого задания с выбором ответа ученик получает 1 балл. 

За неверный ответ или отсутствие ответа выставляется 0 баллов. В задании 1 оценивается 

каждое правильно установленное соответствие. В задании 2 оценивается каждое 

правильно отмеченное утверждение (верно-неверно). В задании 3 оценивается каждый 

верный ответ на каждый из 20 тестовых вопросов. Задание 4 подразумевает практическое 

умение соотнести части письма в логическом порядке, в данном задании оценивается 

каждая верно расположенная часть письма. В задании 5 ответ оценивается в 1 балл при 

соответствии его коммуникативной задаче, ответ должен быть правильно и логично 

выстроен. При несоответствии ответа коммуникативной задаче, такой ответ оценивается в 

0 баллов. 

Таким образом, выставляются следующие отметки: 

«2» 0-49%   0-22 баллов 

«3» 50-69% 23-31 баллов 

«4» 70-90% 32-40 баллов 

            «5» 91-100% 41-45 балла 

 


